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Ithaca Area Observes 
Food Day 
Magruder Cancelled 
by Cathy Doyle 
by Rick Bostick 
Food Day activities a!_"e happen-
ing all over Jthaca today, in order 
to "teach ourselves about food 
problems and what we can do 
about them, "according to Loret-
ta ,Jordan of the coalition for the 
right to eat. · 
This world Teach-In was con-
cieved of by the Center for 
Science in. the Public Interest 
(CSPI), a group of scientists 
speaking out on certain issues of 
importance, such as the real 
causes-of world hunger and the 
devasting impact of America 
eating habits on underdeveloped 
nations. FOOD DAY has been 
coordinated. with colleges and 
universities accross the nation so 
that students on campus will be 
able to see· and participate fully 
in the numerous activities. 
Organized 
Cornell Universitie's Food 
Day activities have been organ-
ized by the Coalition for the 
Right to Eat.· Contributions for 
UNICEF's famine relief fund will 
be accepted and many exhibits, 
discussions and films will be 
presented. Rep. Matt McHugh 
will speak at 8:00 in the Statler 
Auditorium on "US Policies and 
Priorities" concerning the world 
food crisis. 
Here at Ithaca College films 
and lectures will be going on 
every hour all day . in the 
Crossroads. Events are posted 
around campus, and schedules 
have been printed and broad-
casts over the media in order to 
assure a well prepared teach-in 
maximum participation. 
Downtown, Storefront and 
the Friends of the Farm Workers 
have tables and displays set up in 
the mall dealing with local issues 
of pricing malnutrition and food 
stamps. A recent statement of 
Governor Carey's implied that 
more people are eligible for food 
stamps than are receiving them. 
If you think you are eligible, 
check with Storefront. 
Teach-in 
Food Day is a teach-in, 
because World Hunl?er is an 
"educational problem' says Dr. 
R Jenkins; Professor of Physical 
Therapy at Ithaca College. Peo-
ple are unaware of the real 
causes of world hunger and the 
extent of the wastefulness of 
food in the US. People are. 
remarkably slow to believe that 
malnutrition exists in the US- it 
does. Certain basic truths need 
to be recognized. Food produc-
tion and distribution are guided 
by simple economic concerns 
rather than -human need. 
Americans consume six ti-
mes more energy per capita than 
the world average and eating 
habits in the US are emulated 
and incorporated by poor people 
around the world. American 
cooperatives (Coca Cola, Gerber) 
are cashing in on these people, 
already in unfortunate straits, by 
promoting eating habits that 
squander limited food and that 
degrade already inadequatl.: di-
ets. 
The American farmer is 
dying, getting it bot~ way~ by 
major food corporat10ns fixed 
prices and the federal govern-
ments failure to instigate pro-
duction. While consumers pay 
rising prices for food, farme~s 
are being squeezed out of their 
livelihood. 
I,,.,"""' Ho,11cl 1ln11llt'1 
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And while large portions of 
the world face starvation (the 
UN estimates that 460 million 
people suffer from malnutrition) 
Americans are.being spoon_-fed a 
diet that is literally filling them. 
One milllion people die each year 
in the US from diet related 
diseases of bowel c,mcer, stroke, 
and heart attacks. 
The major concern of the 
CSPI is to illustrate the waste in 
meat products and the ramifica-
tions of eating less meat. Beef is 
an actual waste of protein- it 
takes 10 pounds of grain to 
produce one pound of meat. Sv 
much grain is needed by Ameri-
cans that we are imporbing grain 
from countries that cannot afford 
to-sell the grain. They need it to 
eat. Along with the promotion of 
malnutritious foods in these 
countries by American business, 
the people are not even ,.able to 
provioe themselves with ample 
food, which is the goal of 
pract1call_y every nation today. 
Jeb Stuart MagrudPr will 
not be speaking at Ithaca Col-
lege. This was decided upon last 
night at a special Student 
Congress meeting devoted en-
tirely to this issue. 
Magrude was contracted to 
speak at IC Wednesday, APril 
23, but controversy exploded 
, when the Student Congress 
Executive Board rl'fused to 
approveSAB's request for fund, 
to pay for his appearance. 
ThP special meeting of Con 
gress was called by Chairperson 
Sharon Haas. Each Congres-; 
member· was notified hy telP-
phone of this meeting. 
Last night Congress gath-
ered to debate and vote whethN 
to override the Executiv(\. Bo-
ard's decision not to allocate 
$1,000 for Magruder's speaking 
fee. · 
According to the Consitu-
tion, a two thirds vote of those 
members present was needed to 
veto the Executive Board. 
Russ Lyons, Chairman of 
SAB, and COngress rep from 
1-fillel, motioned Student Con-
gress to authorize SAB to hire 
Magruder to speak on campus. 
Issue Introduced 
The issue was introduced by 
Josh Leonard, student Vice 
President of Business and Fi-
nance, who cited the reasons 
why the Executive Board re-
fused to approve funds for 
Magruder. Leonard stated that 
"The budget at this time of year 
1s tight and will be even tighter 
next year, bC>cause of a 5 per cent 
cut in Congress's budget." 
-;1stant in thl' Student :\ct1vites 
Off1<·t•, said hl' had st•en l\lagru-
dC'r spPak in Wash mg-ton and ft•lt 
his program wa~ not of ~ood 
quality. 
Russ Lvon-;, tht• main f,>rn• 
in favor or' Mag-ru<!t·r·~ appear-
ance, thl'n µrt•spntPd his casP. 
Iii:; first argunwnt ag-ains tht' 
Exeeut1ve BOard v!'lo was that 
MagrudC'r wa~. m fact. a qualit:v 
spPak<>r. L., ,, ,. aftt'r hav;rig 
spokPn to hot h n•liahiP a~Pnts as 
WPII as collt>gt' who had had thP · 
Watprg-att' part1cipamt speak, 
\\ as l'nl 1rl'lY l'Oll\"inced that thl' 
progr;11n wc>ulrt lw worthwhile_ 
According to Lyon\, information, 
"Magrudpr's progr ;im is brttl'r 
than it was in Washington", 
wht•n Bill Ilut<"hins viewed it. 
· :so, Lyons rt>layPd that 
Magru<'" · had answered all 
questic:-is and did not evade any 
particular issues. He then named 
various topics that Magruder 
oculd ht- e::.pected to speak on. 
In rebuttal to the moral 
issue, ·whether a -criminal-should 
he alloY..-,cl to capitalize on his 
crime, Lyons stated that "it 
would not be the first time." rte 
named the appearance of Ab bee 
Hoffn1an and Phil Berrigan as 
examples. 
Lyons then stated in referral 
to SAB. "We are the program-
ming body of the school, don't 
deny us that right." 
The presentations of Lyons 
""''""'" ,,,, /'IIC.<' I I 
Bicentennial l 1elebration 
Begins At .Ithaca College 
He continued that manv 
people have expressed thei°r 
feeling that Magruder, a convic-
tt•d criminal. should not be 
allowed to capitalize on the cr:me 
he committed against the state. 
Leonard also stated that there 
was some question as to whether 
the quality of Magruder as a 
speaker was worth $1,000. 
Bill Hutchins, program as-
Seniors To r:::old 
Ji'irst Prom At I.C. 
' •''/' 
The College will kick off its 
own Bicentennial Celebration, 
and the county-wide festivities, 
with a midnight party in the 
Tower Club on Friday April 18 to 
celebrate the 200th ,anniversary 
of Paul Revere's ride. The 
receptfon, scheduled fo_r _HYto. ~2 
p.m., is open to all participants m 
Bicentennial planning groups 
throughout the area. Tk:r•·':.s are 
$4 each, and include hors -
d'oeuvres and three cocktails. 
For further information, contact 
Lesli~ Hughes, administrator for 
special ev.ents, at 3313. 
-.. Various groups on campus 
have already completed J)l'Ojects 
for the Bicentennial celebration, 
including a documentary on early 
film history called "They Made 
Movies in Ithaca," produced by 
the School of Communications 
and funded in part by a grant 
from the New York State Bicen-
tennial Commission. 
Planning Stages 
Still in the planning stages 
are a special ens coursr. 0~ area 
history and culture, a showmg of 
/ 
., 
"Intolerence" with a newly com-
posed and orchestrated score, a 
student band tour and faculty 
performers group for the Music 
School, a "Bicentennial GAme" in· 
.each sport for the School of 
HPER, and a season .of plays 
representative of Amel'ican 
drama. 
Dale Winter, the Protestant 
chaplain, is working with a group 
of students who plan to study the 
religious history of this part of 
New York state and then turn 
the results of their research into 
an oral interpretation for presen-
tation in schools, community 
centers and state parks. 
Cainbodia Falls 
To Cominunists 
The announcement came - Penh. The attache, who had 
shortly after midnight last night. been in -radio contact with the 
Sometime during the morning of --1:ity, said thousands of residents 
Thursday April 17, 1975 Asi~n staged a huge demonstration in 
time, the country of Cambodia the streets of Phne Penh to 
fell to the communists. - receive 'the communist Khmer 
By press .time this morning Rouge. , 
the details were still sketchy. A There was no word of the 
cambodia military attache, sta,,~ -.. fate of the members of the 
tioned at his country's embassy: government who had surrend-
in Bangkok Thailand, ·aid say 1'e ered, nor any details on how the 
understood the situation "was surrender was accomplished. 
calm" in the capitol city of Phnem 
by Cindy Schwartz 
A Senior Prom in 1975'? It's 
true, because for the first time in 
Ithaca College history, a senior 
prom has been planned. Billed a~ 
"Here is a last chance to capture 
your youth", the prom will be 
held in the Terrace Cafeteria on 
Friday, May 2nd. 
The idea for the prom has 
been formulating since last Sep-
tember, according to Lloyd 
Ecker, former Chairman of the 
Student Activities Board and 
current senior class president. A 
committee consisting of Ecker, 
Linda Mauriello, and Vice Presi-
dent of the Senior class, Tom 
Fuller, have been working hard 
on the . plans for the prom for 
several months. 
The prom will be a lavish 
.!ffair, being of semi-formal dress 
and including a f1vp cours<· 
dinner (a vegetarian meal is also· 
availah!e; a cocktail party. and 
four hol'-5 of contim,ous music 
pro";<ied hy Chubby Checker 
and The Frisco Express, a 
Syracuse-based "Chicago-type" 
brass band. Tickets are available 
at $12.50 per couple, although 
bids for individuals may also be 
purchased. 
Seating for the evening is 
limited to five hundred people, 
due to space restraints.- It 
appear~ certain that the event 
will be sold out, as two hundred 
and fifty seats have been filled as 
of Wednesday afternoon, only 
two and a half days after tickets 
went on sale in the Union. 
The cost for the evening will 
run close to $9000, stated Lloyd 
J',~ckl•r, with the Senior class 
L()ll(lllllt:J fJIJ pa}!l' I) 
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S.A.B. Orgallizes 
For Next Year 
Roddenb~rry Speaks 
by Tom Leander 
With its recent elections 
SAB is ~etting set for a new year 
of flooding the LC. campus once 
more with cultural apertifs from 
the outer world. The organiza-
tion, which consists of nearly 200 
people, wil be swtching its 
cha1rman-ship from Russ Lyons 
to Sam Milgrim next fall. 
The Student Activites Board 
is responsible for nearly all the 
entertainment available here. 
The organization is divided into 
sub-groups which among others, 
include the Concert Commission, 
the Weekend Activities Commit-
tee (also known as Wacky), and· 
the Crossroads Committee. 
Each year the treasurer of SAB-
presents a budget to Student 
Congress for ratification. The 
funds allocated this year were 
approximately 45,000. Of those 
movies $15,000 is given to the 
concert commission and the 
remaining $27,000 is given to the 
others. 
lndividu_al, Budg_ets 
With this money,SAB or-
ganizes individual budgets, -
drawing from an extra or emer-
gency fund when necessary. To 
C'lear any S.A.B. expenditures 
the checks must go through 
three hands. As a protection 
against follishly spent money the 
checks must first be signed by 
the S.A.B. treasurer, the trea-
surer of the executive board of 
Congress, and Dave Knolton. 
Working with $1,000 the 
movie committee has managed to 
procure two films per week for 
50 cents admision as opposed to 
one film weekly for 75 cents in 
past years. 
According to S.A.B trea-
surer and future Chairman Sam 
Milgrim, the movie committee 
overextended its barriers by 
$15,000 to do this. 
Fear ot Kestramed Kelations 
Since Student Congress di-
rectly effects SAB expenditures, 
strained relations are sometimes 
feared between the two organi-
zations. This year, however, 
Sam Mi/grim 
student congress and SAB have 
rarely quarreled. The first such 
incident to occur was this week 
over the invitation of former 
White House official, Jeb Stuart 
Magruder. 
The idea of a battle over 
expenditures causes Sam Mil-
grim to speculate on future 
SAE-Congress relations. "The 
biggest hassles come, Sam 
noted, "when we are worried 
whether student congress will 
not let us have something. We 
have not had that problem this 
year with Josh Leonard, who is 
Pasy to work with. But what 
happens is you get some one who 
1s close minded as treasurer'!" 
I 
I Mount to a Pr<•ble,; 
by Barry Stitch 
On Monday evening April 14 
a jampacked crowd in Ben Light 
Gym, many of whom had gotten 
there hours before, listened 
intently as Gene Roddenberry -
creator, writer and producer of -
Star Trek spoke about his show, 
the television industry and the 
possible future of telecommuni-
cations. 
Roddenberry · believes the 
large cult following of Star Trek 
today, far larger than when it 
was on NBC in prime time from 
1967-69, is due to the message it 
contains about man. Star '(.rek 
characters of anti-heroes, who 
teach tolerance and encourage 
man, to achieve his potential. 
The underlying message in 
most shows is that humanity will 
reach maturity and wisdom when 
differences in appearance and 
ideas will be tolerated without 
hatred and prejudice as is too 
often the case today. . 
Star Trek is also a statement 
of affection for living things and 
the Prime Directive of non-inter-
ference in another culture; Rod-
denberry's protest of our in-
volvement in viet Nam. · 
The Star Trek fans, over one 
million of them flooding NBC 
with letters in 1968 to keep the 
show on the air for a third 
season, never forgot the show. 
Star Trek Conventions have 
been organized all across the 
country and in January and 
February of this year two were 
held in New York City, each 
Chuck Riter, current direct- drawing about B,500 people. 
This clamor, which never 
ory of the Crossr<?ads Com~it- died, finally convinced Para-
~ee, sees that stramed relations mount Pictures to try the show 
could a mount to a problem. But..,. again on a trial basis. A full 
he feels that S.A.B. and ~~~- length feature film for theatre 
gress should be connec~ed, _Id release with the original cast, 
rather have Congress dictatu~g including Yeoman Rand, is in the 
what we _c~n do ~ha~. someone m works due for an early 1976 
the admmistr~tmn. . release. If successful, with the 
_ Next years chai_rm~n com- already re-constructed sets, the 
m1t~ee of S._A.~ will mcl~de, series will start regular T.V. 
beside Sam Mllgr1m, Chuck R:1ter production again. 
'ls treasure_r and N~ncr Sha1;11r~: Regarding television, Rod-
Future chairman Mllgrim s_aid,. I denberry was very bitter over 
want to see . an organizatwn the wastefulness of such a media 
where people hke each other. I and the ignorance and stupidity 
w~nt to see people be more easy of network executives in control. 
g?mg._ If_ a student ~ants to get Commercial television, he 
his vmce m he should Just b~ abl~ stressed, is not there to inform o 
to come to one of our meetings. or entertain you but merely to 
Phillips Elected To 
sell a product. 
A show stays on the air only 
if it can sell a product and attract 
a prime time crowd of approxi-
mately 18 to 20 million people 
Let's Make A Deal often called 
the ultimate in stupidity, sells 
more products than The National 
Geographic Specials did. 
Grumman Board 
Ellis L. Phillips Jr., out-
going president at Ithaca College 
will be serving as a member of 
the Board of Director of Gram-
man Corp., Bethpage. Phillips 
will fill out the unexpired term of 
D.L. Grumman who resigned 
from the Board. 
Grumman found it necessary 
to resign from his position on the 
Board due to conflict of interests. 
Phillips will be moving to 
Upper Brooksville at the close of 
his presidency here -at ithaca 
Coll~e. 
Roddenberry then talked 
about his belief that we are 
standing on the edge of a new 
explosion in telecommunications 
as important as the invention of 
On Star Trek, TV 
the Guttenberg. Eventually, 
Roddenberry·believes, the entire 
recorded knowledge of humanity 
will be available to every 1mman 
in a mind expanding intellectual 
quality. 
To top off the evening the 
original Star Trek pilot entitled 
"The Cage" was shown. Filmed 
in 1965 and starring the late 
Jeffrey Hunter as Capt. Chris-
topher P-ike, this pilot woo the 
International Hugo Award for . 
science fiction. NBC executives 
reportedly considered it too 
cerebral for the public and told 
Roddenberry to film aiotlier. 
Thus the Star Trek we know 
with Capt. Kirk and crew, was 
born. 
It's interesting to note that 
in "The Cage," Spoc'lc was quite · 
emotional and a female was 
second in command aboard the 
Enterprise. In 1965, sexual 
equality _ was frowned upon, 
especially when it was female 
with Spock's _unemotional and 
logical qualities. 
Z "The Cage" was later used 
almost in its original form for the 
two part Star Trek "The Mena-
gerie." 
Gene Roddenberry 
,·rca tor. writer, a,1d vroducer of Star Trek 
Pilot,> ,·,} Ian Jla111r,a11 
Whalen Reacts To 
Collective Bargaining 
President Ellis L. Phillips, Jr. 
Ithaca College 
Ithaca, New York 14850 
Dear President Phillips: 
Thank you for sending me the 
material pertaining to the issue 
of collective bargaining at Ithaca 
College. I very much appreciate 
the fact that both the faculty and 
the administration are interested 
in my views on this matter and I 
am writing this letter to explain 
my position. I would appreciate 
your sharing this with the faculty 
at their next meeting. 
I note from the material that 
you sent to me that my position 
on the question has been repre-
sented, in the course of the 
discussions, in different ways. 
'This is quite understandable 
because I expressed two separ-
ate sentiments when I was asked 
about my position on this issue. I 
spoke first about the way I would 
like things to be and second 
about my willingness to do my 
best with the world as it might 
be. 
Orientation Councelors 
To Be Annottnced 
New Offices For Safety 
And Physical Plant 
It seems to me that the 
primary compenents that made 
unionization and collective bar-
gaining right and essential for 
the wellbeing of labor, i.e., 
exploitation of employees for the 
purpose of maximizing profits, 
problems and economic needs, do 
not for the most part obtain in 
colleges and universities. Where 
these condition do exist, I believe 
they can be swiftly altered by the 
faculty and administration with-
.out recourse to collective bar-
gaining -- a process which can be 
costly to both faculty and admin-
istration in time and money. I 
would like to think that this time 
and money could be better spent. 
According, I must say that 
philosophically I am opposed to 
the idea of coliective bargaining 
in any institution where com-
munication is open and free and 
where goals and directions are 
shared. In such a setting 
collective bargaining has little to 
offer and may even bring about 
negative results. One of the 
conditions I presented in accept-
ing the man'date a review of the 
governance of the College begin-
ning with the Board and.contin-
uing throughout the entire insti-
tution. The resolution I would 
expect the result of this evalua-
tion, reported back by May 1976, 
would be the establishment of 
the kind of community wherein 
the faculty and administration 
would be truly cooperating for 
the benefit of the students, 
themselves, and the institution. 
I trust these comments clarify 
my position. (I should add that I 
have never worked in a situation 
in which professional members 
engagd in collective bargaining 
and therefore my position is 
based on my personal adminis-
trative experience , my under-
standing of the history of col-
lective bargaining and my per-
ceptions of a healthy academy. 
Certainly there will be those who 
will disagree with this position, 
and I am sure that that dis-
agreement will be very well 
During the past few weeks. 
mnouncements have appeared in 
ntra College requesting appli-
:ations and recommendations for 
3ummer Orientation Counselors. 
Students were chosen to 
represent specific academic di-
visions and three from Arts and 
Sciences. Since ten or fifteen 
students applied from one aca-
demic division for one position, 
competition was high. An even 
male-female ratio and equal 
distribution of Sophmores, Jun-
iors and Seniors was taken into 
account in the final decision 
making procrss. 
Those elected to the Sum-
mer Orientation Committee have 
several meetings planned before 
the end of this semester. 
Placement exams, meetings W!th 
academic advisors to help incom-
ing Freshmen choose courses, 
sight and ·. sound presentations, 
library and campus tours will all 
still be in effect this summer. 
Awareness and human value 
groups may be changed. 
Dean Brown made this com-
ment regarding the Summer 
Orientation Committee: "It's a 
-
[)~an £/r"'"'· Sru<.1,·111 .·lJJi111.1 
tough decision because students 
that do -apply have positive 
feelings about I.C. and their field 
of study. It is n~ssary that 
they're able to commicate readily 
with new students and their 
parents since the weekend in 
such a short period of time." 
An ,announcement will be 
made early next week as to who 
was chosen for this Summer's 
Orientation Committee. 
by Rich Morse 
Next year there will be new 
offices for Safety and Security 
and Physical Plant. They will be 
moving into a new building near 
Coddington Road. The con-
struction of this building has not 
yet begun. 
The main purpose of · the ·-
move ts to provide Safety and 
Security with more room. They 
presently are over-crowded. 
New Building 
The new building will be two 
stories high. Safety and Security 
will be housed on the first floor 
and Physical plant will be located 
on the second floor. Physical 
Plant will be occupying as much 
.space as they do now.They are 
currently located in the base-
ment of Rowland HaII. 
The space being vacated in 
Job Hall by Safety and Security 
was proposed to become a faculty 
lounge. However, this proposal 
was turned down. 
The space in Job Hall as well 
as the empty area to !.,e left in 
Rowland Hall has been allocated 
for use by Community Council. 
Community Council has yet to 
decide what the spact will be 
used for specifically. 
More Parkmg Space 
More parkin~ space will be 
available in "A' lot between 
Rowland Hall and Hilliard Hall as 
it will no longer be used by 
Physical Plant. 
No Hampering 
There has been some discus-
sion that the effeetiveness of 
Safety and Security will be 
hampered because they will not 
be located on campus. However, 
some l~C. students expressed the 
feeling that there won't be any 
deterioration at all. . 
continued on page JO 
___________________ ...,.._ ___ ~~·---- .. 
--
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Students Selected For 
Housing Positions Looking For Bargains 
by Toni Somma 
The Student Housing As-
sistants for the Quad Dormitor-
ies have been chosen for next 
year. 
The process by which they 
are selected is a tedious one 
carried out over a several week 
span. 
Committee to select the 
Head Residents and Quad As-
sistants are comprised of Don 
Runyon, the Coordinator of 
Residential Life, Jean Tyner and 
Aleta Karem, the two area 
coordinators for the Quads and 
the Terraces and Towers, and 
M.B. Jones, the Director of 
Housing Operations. Also on the 
committee are 3 or 4 present 
Head Residents and 6 students 
who have been connected with 
Housing. The committee is made 
up of a diverse group which 
makes it difficult to get a 
consensus on the candidates. 
Participation of Candidates 
The candidates participate 
in a series of informal interviews 
with the members of the commit-
tee. During the interviews the 
candidates learn what the job 
involves from all different per-
spectives and as many of the 
committee members as possible. 
The candidates also participate 
in an all-day group activity 
session. 
This year there were 60 
applications submitted for 4 
Head Resident positions. 
rersonalities Matched 
"We try to match the Head 
Residents personality to the 
personality of the dorms" said 
Don Runyon. It is a difficult 
task, "the hardest thing is that 
there are a lot of off-campus· 
applicants." They are usually 
graduate students who are not as 
knowledgeable of dorm life. 
However, Hunyon feels the grad-
uate students have a lot to offer. 
They bring in new ideas from the 
outside. Also the college likes to 
give graduate students financial 
aid. Head Residents receive 
room and board, 6 credits, and a 
small salary. 
Other applicants are under-
graduate seniors. "Having under 
grads is relatively new and has 
worked out very well", Runyon 
commented. "On the whole it 
turns out to be a positive 
experience.'.' 
Returning Head Res1derts 
The Head Residents that are 
returning next year will be: · 
Frank Benedict, Nancy Susi, Joe 
Warren, Jerry Deitz, Bob Ahl-
gren, Jack Darling and Paul 
Marino. The new Head Resi-
.dents are : Nancy DeSarrow, 
Wally Morse, Mark Pike and 
Kim Siegart. 
People Ct,c,sen 
There were 79 applications 
rec~ived for Quad Advisor posi-
tions. Of those applications 31 
people were chosen. They are: 
Kim Curry, Sara Axtell, Laurel 
Chockley, Paula Panagokos, Cin-
dy Doner, Cindy Smavely, Fred 
Raker, Valery Kester, Jack 
Kuffari, Kim Koeller, Peter 
Brickman, Mavreen Nangle. Bill 
Gruber, Nell Morphy, Marge 
Zinsmeister. Cindy Schwartz, 
Stev.e Lichtman, Doug .Weisman, 
Tracy Schiff, Dan Kushnick, Sue 
Kinsman, Gretchen Wylegala, 
Jeff Campbell, Charles Sisca, 
John Pane, Sam Milgrim, Shari 
Shapiro, Lori King, Tom Wolski, 
Paulette McDowell, and Anna 
Mihrylov. 
The names of the students 
selected for positions in the 
Towers, Terraces and Valentine 
dorm will be released on Friday. 
Von Runyon, 
Director of Hous111!i 
by Andy Friedm,rn 
Economic belt tightening is 
a matter of concern for the entire 
nation. People are spending 
their money more wisely than 
ever before and saving it, as 
well. What is Ithaca College 
doing to economize, in the hopes 
students won't have to receive 
another notice of increase in 
College costs next year? 
No direct orders have been 
handed down from Vice-Presi-
dent of Business and Finance 
Paul Farinella, VP of Student 
and Campus Affairs Gus Perialas 
is currently reviewing his entire 
operation, which includes Hous-
ing, to see what can be cut and 
where, but the responsibility of 
saving Ithaca College dollars falls 
on Director of Purchasing Dave 
Lord. 
Lord says his job is "spend-
ing all day every day gettin~ 
good buys for the College,' 
which is the basic concept behind 
a Purchasing Department. 
Everything bought for the 
College goes through Lord's 
office. Everything, he noted, 
except for the bookstore and 
library, which buy their own 
supplies, and the food used by 
Saga. 
Unner.essary Spending 
Lord reports there is pre-
sently some unnecessary spend-
ing on but he is powerless to veto 
anything. "That (the vetoing) is 
left up to departmental chairmen 
and deans," he said. 
Often people will take print-
ing jobs downtown to "a fanoy 
printer" when they could have 
them printed up just as well in 
the College print shop, at a 
substantial savings. Lord also 
said there have been cases of 
people buying office supplies 
do\1/ntown and charging them to 
the College. 
The Director of Purchasing 
attributes these wastes - and 
others - to lack of information. 
"How often have you seen 
someone throwing away a paper 
clip or rubber band?' he asked. 
"The price of those two goods 
alone have gone up 75 percent in 
the past couple months! People 
just aren't aware of current 
shortages." 
Getting that information to 
people is just part of a public-
relations information program 
Lord is developing. Other 
Black Cultural Weekend Begins 
by Toni :;omma 
Black Cultural Weekend, 
sponsored by the Afro Latin 
Society (ALS), began Wednes-
day night and will conti.nue 
through Saturday night. 
According to Barry Poitier, 
president of the A.L.S. "the 
weekend deals with many facets 
of things that pertain to blacks." 
The Black Weekend activi-
ties began last night with a 
lecture entitled "Little Rock '56 
Boston '75"! The lecture, given 
by Rovv Wright, dealt with 
racism and the busing issue. 
Tonight Walter Rodney, a 
visiting professor from Dar is 
:Salam University of East Africa, 
will give a talk dealing with 
"Third World Economic Devel-
opment" in F108 at §:00 p.m. 
Manv Activities 
Friday at 8:00 p.m. there 
will be a Third World Poetry and 
Film Festival in the Crossroad~-
This will be followed by a movie, 
"TheHarderThey Come", a~ 9:30 
p.m. in Textor and a party m the 
Terrace Cafeteria. 
The Talent Unlimited Dra· 
ma Ensemble and the Kuumba 
African Dancers will be in the 
Ar~na .Theater at 3:00 p.m. 
Saturday afternoon. Satur · 
day Night the Spinners ~once.rt, 
sponsored by SAB in conJunct1on 
with the ALS will be in the Ben 
Light Gymnasium. Anoth~r 
party will -follow the concert m 
I 
the Terrace Cafeteria. 
The ALS was founded sev-
eral years ago on the premise 
that the major programming on 
campus doesn't relate to the 
interests of black students. The 
organization which is funded by 
Student Congress, attempts to 
compensate for the _lack of black 
oriented programmmg. 
Approximately 120 students 
comprise the working body of ~he 
ALS, which is presen~ly drawing 
closer ties with a similar Cornell 
organization, Ujama. 
In <i past the ALS has 
experienced operational pro . -
blems with other campus organi-
zations. but reports a notable 
improvement this year. 
They are presently facing 
difficulties with a certain Black 
business firm or an example of 
"Black Capitalism" as B~r~y c~lls 
it. which have led to d1fficult1es 
concerning the Black Cultural 
Weekend. However, they are 
hopeful for a successful and 
enjoya-bie weekend with the 
attendance of the entire Ithaca 
College Community. 
Senior Class Raises 
$1000 in Pho11othon 
With about 25 percent of the 
;enior class· contacted ?ver the 
past three nights, semor fund 
Phonothon volunteers have se-
cured more than $1000 in pledges 
from 165 classmates. The money 
will be used to help match a 
$250,000 grant from the_ Charl~s 
Dana Foundation, which wdl 
provide four endowed professor-
ships at the College. Class 
President Lloyd Ecker says class 
officers decided to work toward 
mat~hing the Dana Grant "be-
cause we would like to see our 
~ used to benefit deserving 
i3;culty members." 
'fhe Senior Phonothon con-
mued last night and will be 
completed next week. 
Pledges made toward the 
class gift are payable through 
June 30, J976. Seniors pledging 
this year will not be solicited as 
alumni until after that date. 
The Phonothon operation is 
run each night by senior class 
members and is conducted from 
Job Hall. Refreshments are 
providei:i for the telephone work-
ers. who have spent an average 
two hours per night calling 
classmates. 
iJ:ive Lord, Director of Purcha.rmg 
related projects include: a man-
ual describing exactly what the 
· Purchasing Department can do 
for other departments (and Lord 
assures us the manual will be 
printed in the campus shop), a~d 
training sessions for the mam 
budget managers of each de-
partment. To avoid further 
wastes he would also keep 
everyone informed of what 
shortages are in vogue. . 
One of the ways IC is saved 
some expense is by combining all 
paper products into one contract. 
Instead of buying toilet paper 
and stationery from two dif-
ferent distributor~. Lord pack-
ages our two paper needs into 
one and buys from the one. 
- distributor who can meet the 
College's needs at the lowest 
price. 
Lc,uipnie11t and Supplies 
Ordering at the lowest price 
does not necessarily mean the 
College then receives inferior 
supplies and equipment. L?rd 
subscribes to several pubhca-
tions and reports that offer 
information on tested products 
and make recommendations on 
how to obtain quality at a better 
price. 
There will be a "several 
thousand dollar savings, in the 
long run," Lord asserted. con-
cerning the College's electric bill. 
Ordinary light bulbs are being 
phased out of their S9Ckets on 
campus and new "wattomizer" 
bulbs are replacing them. 
\, i.tton,izer Bulb 
The "wattomizer" bulb is a 
General Electric invention that 
uses 35 watts of electricity. but 
produces 40 watts of light. 
Friend's Hall will receive wat-
tomizer bulbs when it is reno-
vated this summer, and the 
dorms and offices will follow soon 
after, as their present bulbs 
break, burn out, or are stolen. 
Bringing in Money 
Lord also brings in money 
by auctining off surplus College 
property. Extra slabs from the 
repairs on the Egbert Union roof 
brought ln $100 when someone 
brought them for a rock garden. 
The old College vehicles prov;. 
ded about $6000 when sold, and 
these monies go into the College 
account. So theoretically. if we 
could sell the rooves of all the 
buildings on campus by June 1, 
the College would not need to 
raise costs.. There is not much 
chance for that, but someone 
somewhere is mana'2in.&_ to save 
the College a bit of money. . 
Coininunity Council 
Prepares For • 
Sta£ f Election 
by Betty Lewis 
The Ithaca College Com-
munity Council wilfbe holding an 
election for a new staff represen-
tative this week. The Council is 
made up of four students, two 
staff members, the various vice-
presidents of the College and 
four faculty members and is an 
influential governing body on 
campus. 
The two staff members 
represent· the entire staff per-
sonnel of the college which in-
cludes all secretaries, custodian, 
safety, Physical Plant and all 
other non-academic personnel. 
The two representatives also 
hold seats on the Staff Council, 
the representative body for staff 
members. 
The election will be held 
during the week of April 15th 
through the 18th. It's expected 
that approximately 50 percent of 
all members will vote. 
The candidates are: Ellen 
Lauricella, Secretary, philoso-
phy and economics; Carol Ste-
venson, Secretary, Politics; -:md 
Nancy Brown, Assistant ior 
Special .Events, Business Ser-
vices. 
The other staff representa-
tive is Dave Lord, elected last 
year. The newly elected repre-
sentative will take Linda Bier-
kamper's place whose term ex-
pires with the end of this 
semester. Each elected Council 
member serves for two years. 
Physical Plant and Safety 
offices will be located in a new 
building to be built this summer. 
Recently the Staff Council re-
commended to the Space Com-
mittee that one room of the 
current Safety office be turned 
into a faculty and staff lounge for 
use of Muller Faculty Center and 
"Job Hall inhabitants. 
The lounge would give the 
two groups-somewhere to go for 
coffee breaks, lunch or first to 
relax for awhile. 
The recommendation was 
turneodo-wn twice because there 
are other academic personnel 
who seem to ~:.ve a m.;re 
pressing need ior office spacl' 
than the need for a lounge. 
Gus Perialis on the Space 
Committee stated they must 
determine the best use of the 
little space available and decide 
who needs it most. Not only are 
there faculty and administrators 
presently without offices. but 
parts of Ithaca College's new 
computers are in storage until 
space is made available. 
"We haven't allocated space 
yet." says Perialis, but as of now 
the soon-to-be vacated Safety 
office will not be given to the 
staff as a lounge. 
-
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FREEdom of Speech 
or Profit of Speech? 
Jeb Stuart Magruder will not be speaking at 
Ithaca College. . 
The Executive Board vetoed SAB's request to 
pay him $1,000 for his lecture. Th_e only way to 
override that veto was by a two thirds vote of all 
members. present at the speci~lly-call_ed. Conip-ess 
meeting last nignt. The two thirds maJority missed 
by only one vote, and it W:ls official that no, 
Magruder will not speak here. 
The issues at hand: does the Student Congress 
Executive Board have the right to decide who 
ultimately speaks on campus? Should a ~a~ who 
committ.ed a crime be paid- by us- to capitalize on 
it'? 
The answers'! Are not simple. 
Magruder cqmmitted a crime. He ~id not 
shoplift. He did not rob a bank or burn his draft 
card. He was involved in a political conspiracy 
against the American public undermining the basic 
concept of democracy. And we are supposed to pry 
him for it'? 
But he paid for his crime. Perh~ps not a.~ 
harshly as you or I might have made--him pay, b~t 
he did pay. And he apparently learned from his 
mistake. Now he's talking about it, and other 
political theories. Everybody on tour- every 
speaker, performer or group, capitalizes ~n 
something. Something that sells. Watergate 1s 
apparently still selling. So is Star Trek, an_d 
Roddenberry received $2100 for his lecture this 
past Monday night. Nobody questioned that. Or 
the $1500 paid to St~n Lee,. creat~r of Marvel 
comics. Or the $500 paid to Phil Berrigan when he 
spoke several weeks ago. 
So the question is one of morality. SHould IC 
students in effect say, 'It's not all right that Y?U 
eommitted the crime, but we want to hear about 1t, 
so that makes it okay?" J 
The other question is as .serious: does the 
Exl'cut1ve Board ultimately have the right to 
decide who will speak on campus'? Despite protests 
from student Vice President of Business and 
Finance Josh Leonard that the budget is very 
tight. SAH chairman Russ Lyons asserts there (s 
plcnty_of money in his budget to cover Magruder s 
appcaram·e. . . 
How can the Executive Board say 4 .O(ilJ 
students here do not want to see Jeb Magruder;? 
I-low can thev make the decision that Magruder s 
. 5peech is not worth $1,000 (the major concern of 
,Josh Ll'onard) on the basis of two people who have 
hPard Magruder speak, as well as other reports 
from Colleges where he has spoken, when Russ 
Lyons presented just as many reports ~rom people 
who claimed he was a good, provocative speaker 
and well worth the $1,000. Answer: they can not. 
Rut they did. Unfairlv. 
Even at the Cori'gress meeting, 23 members 
voted yes. 12 voted no. 24 'yea' votE;S we_re needed 
to override the ExecutivE:> Board, m this case an 
obvious impropriety in the constitution. Obviously 
the majority of people present wantt::d Magru?er. 
It has heen decided for us what 1s educational 
and what is not. Unfairlv. One student representa-
tive who was working upstairs in the Union during 
the meeting and discussion was allowed to cone 
down and vote during the crucial period. That "'.as 
unfair. The meeting was called on 24 hour notice 
and many Congress members admittedly did not 
have the time to go back to their constituencies- us 
. and discover how they- we - felt about the 
-;ituation. That was unfair. 
Last night's special Congress meeting had the 
bC'st attendance in a long. long time. There were 
several students there who have nev.er been to a 
Congress meeting. The meeting was tight with 
chances for all to speak their opiniO!)S. It was an 
impressive Student Congress meetmg. And the 
fact that Magruder's expected appearance could 
create such an a stimulating, provocative, 
intellectual experience is imp_res~ive: . 
This is a college. An mst1tution of higher 
lC'arning, a place to express ideas freely and r~act 
to those ideas. A place to learn, accept, reJect, 
listen and grow. A part of that growth h_as been 
denied through an elitist form of censorship. 
We have the right to listen to Jeb ~a_gruder, 
to decide if )]e is poor or not. To accept his ideas or 
hate the man for what ·he thinks. But we have been 
denied those rights. 
If Jeb Magruder committed an unforgiveable 
crime with his involvement in \Yatergate, the 
Executive Board and a small section of Stud.ent 
Congress has committed an unforgiveable crime 
with our education. 
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On Brotherhoods 
To the Editor: 
It sometimes bothers me 
that people can be so intentional-
ly inconsiderate to one another. 
Experience has demonstra-
ted that when groups of people 
congregate to participate in an 
activity, the natural leaders take 
over the lead of the mass. This 
suits the followers needs as 
they can afford to allow their 
emotions completely dictat_e t~e-
ir actions and leave the thmkmg 
of the consequences to those 
leaders who can skilfully manipu-
· Jate the gronp's actions to fit 
their own personal needs or 
desires for the group's direction. 
of · alchohol (especially cheap 
beer), and two, when the indivi 
dual · is attempting to prove 
something to the rest of the 
group. . 
Groups of people are justi 
fied because they are formed 
around a tightly knit group ?f 
friendships and trust. What 1s 
needed to promote this trust'? 
Certainly a "Hell Night" of the 
proportions that blessed the 
upper Terraces on April 10th 
does not introduce the necessary 
elements of new ftiendships. The 
hardships that individuals . bring 
upQn themselves is however not 
being questioned because should 
a person feel a need to expose 
himself to the experiences ·of 
fered to a "pledge" in the hope of 
gaining respect and admiration 
from the rest of the "brother 
hood". then that's where he's at. 
But when these experiences 
allow him to throw empty beer 
bottles and chunks of de_stroyed_ 
furniture a~ sleepi,ng PE:ople's 
windows at seven· o clock m the 
morning because his mind is too 
polluted to create any other 
sound sequences be~.:Jes gross 
obscenities, then I question the 
validity of the mass movement 
technique of gaining friends. 
Luckily little ·was damaged 
besides a sound night's sleep 
thanks to the rigjdity _of the glass 
windows, which manufacturers 
can now safely guarantee won't 
break even when empty Piel's 
bottles are bounced off them at 
high velocities: I wonder if an 
American 'Tourister bag can 
claim the same. 
When a small community's 
exi~tence is of the utmost 
importance and the major goal of 
the groups is to keep the group 
un;ted, the·n individual pictures 
of right and wrong are tossed to 
the northwest wind and tattered. 
The natural follower tends to 
substitute his own hopefully 
well-established set of values for 
the ideas, aims and- emotional 
desires of the overall group-
usually directed by those natural 
leaders to whom everyone looks 
to for subtle guidance. 
Against M1agruder 
Editor: 
By one vote, the Ithaca 
College Studen~ Congr1;ss last 
night ruled agamst paymg Jeb 
MaGruder one thousand dollars 
to speak here. I was one of the 
twelve congressmen who voted 
against hiring MaGruder. 
MaGruder is a criminal. He 
is not a criminal convicted of civil 
disobedience such as the Rever-
end Berrigan. He is not a 
criminal such as t.lie poor man 
who steals to feed his family. He 
is a criminal who worked against 
the American system of govern-
ment· to subvert it; to bend it 
soley' for the benefit of himself 
. 
and his employers. I don't thilnk 
any man should be encouraged to 
profit from that kind of crime. 
Mr. MaGruder has admitted 
he made a mistake. As an 
American and as a human being 
he has every right to free speech. 
Let him speak for free. But I 
can't condone paying him out of 
your pocket and mine when men 
who have committed much lesser 
crimes spend far greater time in 
jail. 
Respectfully, 
Tom Howard 
There are many""historical 
l'Xamples of this including Sam 
Adam's skillful manipulation of 
the masses in the 1770's. Often a 
group of men woul_d _ destroy 
buildings, hang effigies, and 
burn homes in an attempt to vent 
their dissatisfaction of British 
t vranny. But their actions were 
being m,ed to kindle a .conflict 
between the colonies and Britain 
so that the feeling of grouo _uni_t;' 
would be enhanced. Thisbrmgmg 
together of the masses through 
violence eventually helped to 
unite the people of Boston a_nd 
ultimately led to growth of unity 
between the other :,forth Ameri 
can colonies.But in the process, 
these savage masses ostracized 
many of the peace-loving people 
liviug in Boston. 
S.A.B .. In Intrusion 
To the editors; 
The analogy can be stretch 
ed to Ithaca College's own 
campus, but - as for a worthy 
cause of independence from 
repression motivating the vio 
fence on the part of the masses, 
that is doubtful. Instead of 
independence, the groups of 
young men who _feel th~ need to 
vent their emotional discharge!:' 
upo_p t neir "'brothers", probably 
are allowing some feelings of 
frustration to escape. These hts 
of uncontrollable destruction are 
enhanced by two factors: one, 
the presence of large quantities 
On Thursday, April 3, 1975 
at 9:30 p.m. in Textor 102: the 
lights dimmed and the a,ud1ence 
leaned forward in anticipation of 
The Virgin and the Gypsy. What 
they saw however. was a half 
hour protest film called Why ,Ve 
Boycott, a documentary concern-
ing Caesar Chavez and his 
farmworkers. This was followed 
by a student, who did not 
identify himself, asking his peers 
to support the farmworkers, 
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particularly by contributing to a 
hat which he would pass around. 
Only then was the group permit-
ted to see the film for which they 
had paid admission. 
I<"or SAB to show the protest 
film unannounced, was a deplor-
able and undemocratic intrusion 
upon every student in that 
theatre. 
Pamela Leighton Bilik 
[English '76) 
Fraternity 
Probation 
To the editor; 
The Inter-Fraternity Coun-
cil hereby extends its apologies 
to any person who was dis-
turbed by recent events in tfie 
terrace dormitories. 
We have heard a number of 
complaints from campus resi-
dents and have taken measures 
to insure that the rights of all 
students shall remain protected. 
Effective immediately, two -
Greek houses have been placed 
on disciplinary probation. -
Should either organization com-
mit any significant violati<:ms 
prior to the end of the 1975-76 
academic year-, their College 
charter would be revoked and 
their members reassigned to 
other housing. 
At this time, the Council 
also wishes to emphasize that 
there are presently eleven in-
dividual fraternities and sorori-
ties which compose the Greek 
community on campus, and that 
many of those are entirely 
divorced from any recent viola-
tions of our judicial code. We 
encourage all comments or sug-
gestions regarding· any -member 
or members of I.F .C. and sin-
cerely regret any inconveniences 
which have occured. 
Sincerely, · 
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Alumni Troubled 
TO THE EDITOR: a "high", hangover or sensu111 feeling." At least, if nothing else, 
they have enough motivation ~ 
This letter is acl{l.ressed to express their interest •. 
anvone who cares (Pielably only On to·the next page."Prow.-
a handful/of poop_~). · sal written to abolish Studeiit 
I told · Iriy~ lthat Ithaca Congress." Perfect! Fine idel} 
.:::ollege.wasf~ofmy pll,!3t; that Who the hell cares? Who~ 
it didn't Di~· ~ytbj.j~Jf $0 me enough to even hassle wi~J\ 
anymoi;-e; tb~t Jt qi:iln .. t __ ~XISt. trying to abolish Congr:(l.~'l S'6 
It~aca 1Colleg~_ does ptean :19me, here we are kiddies! The littif 
thmg to me-1~ ~ad: the. bGi!, 4 -darlings who bitch when th17 
YE;ars pf my ~~-1t provi~~_'(Ile . don't have their own way -M 
with opportunities to part1eip~, longer want any kind of voiej ar,. 
to le~, to grow and to h~v\e all. I really have to laugh': · 
c?ntact W,.th som~ really fantas- _On the next _page whet," 
tic pe?ple : . . .. . read two editorials. Ort(II' · ~' 
_I m wr1tmg because I. Just Cindy Miller on student apit°BY 
received a copy of the April 3rd and one by Laurie Costa· about 
ITHAG_AN. WOWI Mr fond the "Ivory Tov.,:~r" of IC . AU of a 
!Ilemones of IC crushed! Crus~ed sudden it really hit me. Cindy 
m only 4 paies of. newsprmt. Miller the only r,erson I've ever 
Aha.-r~ality has hit! · know~ who hasn t felt apathy f~r 
first. I read about ~h~ the apathetic, has fmally been hit 
~residential Search-the _poss1bil- in the face with the realitl of tli~ 
1ty that~ (yol_l see, I still feel a situation. People just don t give a 
part of me 1s there) _that IC may damn! So, Cindy has finally given 
not have a new President as soon up. Aren't you proud of. your 
as we thought. selves? The game of "who will 
About Ml Bahar, who pro· crack first." 
jects the major problem at The year is 1975-I am a 
IC-"hurr)'. up and wait." ''.Get- recent graduate of IC-I am in the 
yourself mvolved, care, ha\'.~ a jungle of Washington-I watch the 
voice-but-after we get thk'oftgh U.S. Congress do its thing-I 
with you-after we take you wonder what it will be like in 
through miles and miles of red 1995-when you will be there. 
tape-you'll lose interest so noth-· Look at yourselves in 1975 where 
ing will happen, nothing will you have an opportunity to be 
chauge_." HA HA! We ~ool yo_u heard, to have your say. You're 
everytlme-you always give up-1t the only one in 4000 now-What 
never fails) will it be like when you're one in 
I contmue. I turn the page millions? 
and "Pow"-Right in the face-big I've always heard-"Ithaca 
head lines-"Elections proceed Colle~e wouldn't be here if it 
under veil of apathy." Oh grea1!l wasn t for the students." Well I 
That figures! No opposition, really wonder! I've given up too! 
hardly ~~ough people to r~m for I've given:up on you but I haven't 
the pos1tions that are -available. given up on Ithaca College. 
The same faces-Are these people 
weirdos? Are they ambitious? Do p. S. For those who know me and 
they really care? I USE TO are saying that I sound bitter-
FEEL THAT THEY DIDN'T Can you.really blame me? 
BUT. NOW I really feel they 
must care-at least they care 
about something besides gettin~ 
Carla Williams 
TV-R '75 
1 .. C. Hosts 
Psychology 
Conference 
What makes someone a class 
clown.a practical joker or 
stand-up comic? How angry can 
you get while staring face to face 
with the person who annoys you? 
Students throughout the North-
east will try to answer these and 
other questions at the tenth 
annual Intercampus Undergrad-
uate Psychology Conference to 
be held this weekend at Ithaca 
College. 
The conference, which is 
being hosted by the Department 
of Psychology at the College, will 
begin on Saturday, April 19. _at 9 
a.m. Students from various 
northeastern schools will present 
papers based on research and 
projects done within courses. 
independent study or ho_nors 
projects. In addition, the editors 
of the Journal of Undergraduate 
Research in Psychology havt• 
invited the submission of se-
lected papers from the confer-
ence for publication. 
A regional effort, the con-
ference includes participants · 
from Canada. Washington, D.C., 
New England. Pennsylvania and 
'.'Jew York. The two day session 
will consist of the student paper 
pre;.l'ntation~. a studcn~-faculty 
svmposium. ,rnd ,lll addrt'ss by 
Ralph Norman Haber of the 
Univ~rsitv of Rochester.concern-
ing resea;ch in visual perception. 
"Whether or not a student 
has submitted a paper." says 
Lvnn Rosner. conference coor-
dinator. "this is a good chance for 
psychology students from var-
ious campuses to meet each 
other. discuss common interests 
and to learn about what others 
arc> doing in the field." 
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County Volunteer Needs 
COUNTY VOLU-N.',fEER NEEDS 
ITHACA HIGH SCHOOL NEEDS: 2 Hi,gh School 
students needs tutoring in German duiring school 
hours any day. Also, 1 German tutor on any school 
day or evening. 
CAMP FIRE GIRLS-BOCES GROUP NEEpS: 
Volunteers to help with a group of 30 girls . 
Volunteers would work with the group leader. 
IACC DAY CARE CENTER NEEDS: 2 volunteers 
to work regularly on any week day from 11 :00-3:00. 
ITHACA YOUTH BUREAU NEEDS: Volunteers to 
work with teenagers, group activities, recreation, 
etc. 
Tht>se are hut a fcw of many voluntary service 
opportunities. Please eall the Voluntary Act10n 
Cc>ntt•r, 272-9411. Mon. lhru Sat. from 9 a.m. to 1 
p.m. for an appointment to whatever interests you. 
"Careers in Health Education" will be the topir 
of the lecture to he given on Monday, April 28t_h. at 
12:00 noon in Friends 106. Guest speaker will h<· 
Professor Walter Lalor of thc School of I-IPER al 
Ithaca College. This lecture is sponsored hy the 
Or1Pntation to Allied Health Professions class. 
Mrs. Norma Wasmuth, the rnstrurtor, has opened 
the class t.o visitors who want to attend one or morl' 
of the lectures in the series. 
EUROPE at 
priees ~au ean 
afford from 5299! · 
TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHTS • RAIL PASSES • TREKKING 
ACCOMMODATIONS • ALL INCLUSIVE "TWO WEEKERS" 
1
,1 ~ ~ Spend less tor the .,,, more whrn "ou·rc thrrc' For 
' ,_ • SPECIM low rille~. mPrnh•!rs contact DI -----------NATIONAL ASS'N OF • QR ma,r coupon to NAST. I I Box 1%! Grand Central Station STUDENTS AND ~ Y N Y 10017 ~ (80:::~:·::., : ::::" .... ~~-= : 
(~a;2)n6~~~~t330 ,'.1r.~i'..,"~~;~t~,t,';, Te~;;ho~~ t - - --~-==== • 
~----------------------NORTHSIDE Disco11nt Liquor & Wine 
' Supermarket 
•'f/1f' l .. t1IJ!."('SI /)is,·011111 /.,i'/IIOr (\' ~· ;,,,, ,ti..;II/U'rlll(lrl.·,,1 ,,, 'flu, f r('(I 
l~ver, Size<\ l1:,·t.·1·v lten1 Sold ;\t 'l'ht-- l.,o,\t·~t t>1·i(·e~ .,\llo,\t•(I 
· IJ,· ~. , .. Sta,.__. l~a" 
-· 
WEEl{ENI) 
SPECIALS 
.,· 1, ,,,.,, 
I ~ ~ \ 
'''ii /J.i.i, ... 
''.) . ., 1, I( . I,,., ,, . .. ,, "•) 
197:~ 
:\01·t la!",i(lt· s,_•le(·tio11 
$1.79 24oz. 
197:~ 
Cltatt·a II ti u Boi~ 
tit· la (;anl(· 
( :ote~ t I II H ho1u· 
~ I . 19 :! 1 II/. 
I <)7 :1 
... , 01·tl hid<· ~t·l(·ct io ll 
~ I ·)(J ., .• 
•.. .,_ _.,n/. 
P A·R.TY CLUB 
(;EH" A~ w· r, Es.\ LE----------------
~ffVP~ ~·ou up to .10'1<-· o~·t·r nationall~ 
aclvertisPd brands of t'on1parahle 
c1uali.t~. 
Qt. Vodka 80 provf less than l.00 
Qt. S<·oh·h 86 proof less than --L87 
Qt. Blend 80 proof less than 4-.0B 
Qt. Gin 80. proof less than 4.00 
Qt. Canadian 80 proof less than ,-t..:32 
\01·1h ... iclt- ~«·l(·c·1isi11 
I«;-;:~ 
"\ic·1· ... 1t·i1w1· 1>111111.il :!:~ 01. 
I «J7:! 
H 1ult· ... lu·it-t1t'I' H 0 ... 1·11~c11·1«·11 
I «J7 :{ 
Zc·lh·r· ~«·Ii\\ a r·tzl..a I/.:!:{ ol'. 
I 'J7:! 
Bt·rn(·a ... tlt·r .H it•-,li11:,! :.!:~ oz. 
Y()LH CHtHCE 
()NLY $1.49 1----------------1 Qt. -Run1 li¢ht or dark less than 4.15 Lu-."11t·,l at·ro!ot!ol from Wt·!"lton\, 
on the Elmira Hd. in tlu· Q·t,. Bourbon 86 proof less than 4 . 83 lihut·a Sho1>pin~ Plaza 
,I • '- ' • '"·• • a•• ....... .,.. •"-~ "I'" .. .>, 'I. :ll ,~-"°:"' ._ ~""'"" •. • ,• "' , ' • • • • "' .., • • I •, , I•~., ·1.·1 •. , • ._ 
SHA"1NEE 
I> I{ t~: \ 111 \ I 
t: \LIF• •H\I \ \H H \T \I\ 
\\·i11e~ 
B ll roll ll (I\ I~ Iii II e ~ . 
\t'i11 l{o~t· (:l1ahli~ 
8:-i.()() 
~al. 
~ ., .. ,-
,::, ,.) . .,..;) 
1/2 ~al. 
~ I .:i() 
~th 
\ 
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w·trCEruiJCDlllWlfilJU 
Shampoo 
Pssst ... It:s 
All Wet 
by Darrylo Searle 
Shampoo, written and produced by Warren 
Beatty, is a film about the 60's and the N~on 
administration. However, it gets lost after the f1rst 
rinse. 
Beatty, brother of the politically outspoken 
Democrat, Shirley MacLaine, seems to be trying to 
make a point about the Nixon administration. At 
one point in the film, Nixon is shown on television 
declaring that he "hopes to unite the American 
people. This will ~e th~ ~oal of this .a~ministra-
tion." The comparison, if mdeed one 1s intended, 
lies in the fact that swinging bachelor Beatty, and 
old droopy jowls himself use the same te~hnique. 
Beattv states it very simply: "Let's face 1t, I f 
them all." 
· The point may be well taken (although not 
terribly profound), yet the film is nonetheless 
poorly done and results in failure. To make 
matters worse, Beatty also gets side-trai:ked and 
adds a social comment on the American "sow your 
wild oats" myth. At hif wits' end trying to explain 
his incessant infidelity, Beatty bursts: "It makes 
me feel l~e I'll live forever!" Not satisfied wit only 
political and social comment, he also throws in a 
moral at the end: George, (Beatty), the person who 
supposedly lives the life that every man dreams of, 
loses the only person (Julie Christie) who means 
anything to him. 
The film has some humorous moments, but 
overall, it's a flop. Full -~f ~liches--the ~ay 
hairdresser, the wealthy executive who crmses 
around in his rolls royce listening to stock market 
reports, etc. -- the film subject itself is passe and 
overdone. Even its star-studded cast, consisting of 
Jack Warden, Lee Grant, Julie Christie, Beatty, 
and Goldie Hawn, can't save this film. The 
performances, however, are well received, but the 
triteness of the topic and the lack of professional-
ism overturns the acting and the stars. 
However, to my knowledge, this is Beatty's 
first crack at writing and producing a film. Maybe 
with a little more experience and coaching he could 
turn out a better film. 
Shampoo is playing at the Temple theatre, 
downtown until next Wednesday. -
Movies 
-in Ithaca 
STATE- TOMMY (PG) 
7&9 
ITHACA - TEENAGE _STEP-
MOTHER (X) 7 &9 
CINEMA-EMANUEL (X) 7&9 
TEMPLE-SHAMPOO (R) 
7:15 & 9:_15 
eeRoad Song'' 
Hits WICB-TV 
This Sunday night, WICB-TV will present a_n 
original one-act play entitled Road_ Song. It 1s 
about a young waitress named Angie who has a 
dream to go to Hollywood and become a movie star. 
The action centers around the people who 
influence her in her decision to either stay at home, 
where she works in a small-town diner, or leave for 
a ch,ance at a glamorous acting career. __ Road So_ng 
directed by IC student Lee Brickman, will begin at 
8:00 PM on WICB-TV, Channel ·7. 
We make summer matter with a full range of 
undergraduate, graduate, Weekend College and 
Continuing Education courses on one of America's 
most beautiful campuses -.. and with special • 
institutes and workshops, mo.dern residence halls ... 
and our good teachers. 
3 SESSIONS (day and evening): 
May 21-June 20, June 23-July 25 and July .28-Aug. 2S 
Call or write for the Summer Bulletin: 
Summer Session" Office, C.W. Post Center 
Long Island University 
Greenvale, LI., N.Y.11548 • (516) 299-2431 _ 
c.w. PL!!!A!!N~!r 
WTKO 
-, . 
1 o--: j).,.,.' -/ ! •• ,.-:. ,_I"'(' • • 
. .,. 
lthaft·icks 
Review 
by Sam Milgrim 
Many films have fine acting and a-good plot, 
but few films can survive technically ragged. The 
Harder They Come is a notable exception to the 
rule. Yes, it's ragged, but it is also very interesting 
and most important, it leaves y~u th/ nking. The 
film deals with the dramatized story of Jimmy Cliff 
(a Jamaican Reggae star and star_ of the film) who 
comes out of the hills to make it as a recording 
artist. (Incidently, th·e music through the entire 
film is great). However, Ivan (Cliff) loses what 
little he has and in desperation goes into the 
marijuana trade. Like any loner who makes it, he 
must fight all: from the mob to the cops. 
The-Harder They Comeis a very good film that 
just misses being great from a lack of polish. T-he 
- acting is more than acceptable. The heart of the 
film lies in the people of Jamaca; people who have 
no jobs and spend much of their lives standing on 
the corner watching the· rich tourists coming and 
going. That realism is the beauty of the film; there 
is no self pity, only a honest reality. 
Serpicois the story about an honest cop. That 
is the greatist thing about it. Momentarily, our 
faith in humanity, in the American way, is 
restored, only to be dashed by the hate and 
anomosity that immediately consumes Serpico's 
fellow officers. Serpico earns their_ hate by 
reporting the trut.h; by reporting that his fellow 
officers were on the take. He is rewarded by 
realizing that there is no justice in America and 
those that .believe there is will soon have their 
illusions destroyed. 
That is what makes Serpico one of the more 
identifiable films of late. Anyone can identify with 
a loss of illusion and the main disappointment in it 
is not that it makes us aware of reality, but that jt 
makes us aware of a loss of our illusions. It is all too 
simple for us to agree an~ nod our heads a~d a~mit 
that our police can be dishonest. Al Pa~mo, m a 
really good performance as Serpico, does not 
surprise us. A long police officer can not clean up a 
whole department: no matter who he speaks to, he 
can only risk his life. The most frightening thing 
about this film is that it teaches us nothing, it only 
confirms what we already suspected. 
IC Poetry 
Each 
She 
by Jody Abramson 
solemnly 
The scored 
Jess-than-an-ounce 
day 
swallows 
yellow 
of Prevention. 
Stares into a space 
Screaming with phantom fires. 
Counts the weeks 
by the number of empty round spaces 
the months 
by the number of plasti<' wheels thrown away. 
Wondering whether 
She will die 
of Cancer 
or Blood Clots 
or both, 
She climbs into bed mechanically 
Naked 
against the cold 
of the sheets. 
Send poems to Valentine Box 89 or bring them to 
the Ithacan (downstairs, Dorm 6). Poems are 
selected weekly by Jay Sh ind er and Professor 
Jobn Ogden and cannot be returned. 
1470AM 
24 HOURS A-DAY 
,.·, 
--
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J.C. Drama 
Hamlet ESP ... -Reflection and Confusion 
· · the charicature of a confusing adolescent. 
Although the script of the play has serious 
drawbacks, many of the players and the technical 
end of the performance, under the direction of 
Robert Bardwell, deserve note. Jim Leach, a 
veteran of the older man character parts at Ithaca 
Colege, gives quite a good performance as 
Polonius, he stays well within character through-
out.and provides a nice contrast to many of the 
other less humorous and distinctive roles. Neil 
Osterweil and Rick Frishman as Rosecrantz and 
Guildenstern also give noteworthy performances, 
providing the right amount of caricature without 
reducing their roles to pure farce. 
by Nancey Ballard 
Hamlet ESP opened Tuesday in the Main 
Theatre of Dillingham Center for the Performing 
Arts and plays through April 19th_ The script is an 
adaption by Paul Baker of the Shakespearean 
Hamlet, in which Hamlet is portrayed by three 
different actors simultaneously (Aaron Lustig, Roy 
Edroso, and Joseph Pedoto). Presumably the 
purpose behind this approach is reflect the inner 
mind and progressing madness of the Hamlet, the 
protagonist. . Unfortunately, there is no clear 
distinction between the roles of the different 
Hamlets) and one is never quite sure if they are 
supposed to be different facets of one personality, if 
they are supposed to represent Hamlet's percep-
tions of other characters, or if the entire play is a 
projecti~n of Hamlet's mind. This confusion is 
supplemented by such techniques as casting a male 
fop in Act III as a woman, which gi\les the audience 
problems in perspective--never being quite sure 
how to take a female actress portraying a male 
character imitating the female stereotype of ' 
exaggerated femininity. Since the play does not 
allow fot-enough emotional or rote differentiation 
between_the three Hamlet's, yet presents them in 
nearly every scene, it has the overall effect of 
reducing Shakespeare's rich emotional gambit to 
"/11(• three 1/aml,•ts 111 '/lam/et /:SP' ,11c (/1•ft to ng/11/ 
.lo,ep/J Pedc>to, R 0_1· l:droso. and ,laro11 /,11srrx 
N:ia1'3Jfl 27- '!ISP5fiD¥iPrUa~ :iv'IY'AA 'Q@k:~f 
Music Box c~.~~~,~~11:':~~c~~~~ 
The recently for.med Ithaca String Quarter will 
give its second concert of the season in Ithaca 
College's Walter Ford Hall at 8:15 p.m. Friday, 
April 18. The public is welcome free of charge. 
The Ithaca College· Concert Band, Edward J. 
Gobrecht, Jr., director, will premiere a new work 
by composer Karel Husa at the Eastern Division of 
the Music Educators National Conference. The 
first perform ... nce of Husa's ·"Al Fresco" will be 
conducted by the composer in a concert at 
I Philadelphia Saturday afternoon, Apr. 19. The dramatic overture is the first selection in the Walter Beeler Memorial Commission Series, a , memorial to the late internationally known band 
I director, writer and clinician, who taught at Ithaca College from 1931 until 1973. At the time of his 
_ death he was assistant dean of the School of Music. 
A 
I Mezzo-soprano Deborah Meth will be heard in her senior recital at 4:30 p.m. Thursday (April 17). 
At 4:30 p.m. Friday (April 18) Elizabeth 
Abrams will give her senior recital. 
·The senior cello recital of Susan Doyle will be 
presented at 8:15 p.m. Saturday (April 19). 
take place Saturday, ~ril 19 from 10 AM to 5 PM 
in Williard Straight Itall's Memorial Room. The 
show is open to the general public and admission is 
free. 
The Craft Sh<JM' this year will have about 25 
craft persons, both local and from other areas of the 
state. It will be h~"ld in the Memorial Room so that 
it can be open to the general public instead of being 
restricted to festival ticket holders. 
Special events at the CraftShow will include a 
Traditional Punch and Judy Show which will be 
performed free of charge and open to all every hour 
starting at 11AM. 
Demonstrations of chair canin_g will be given 
all day by Jean Nowach of the Country Caning 
Shop. Jean will also be displaying chair seats she 
has woven of ash splint and natural rush. Jo 
HougMon will display material on the historical 
background · of macreme and will demonstrate 
cutting and finishing ends· of synthetic twine and 
the knots ·of macreme. 
Other demonstrations will include spinning 
and rya rug weaving by Carrie Solomon of 
Trumansberg and the _hand forging of pewter, 
brass and silver jewelry by Nancy and Dick 
Humpley. .. 
' I 
---- -~~---~---------------.... ----
I 
I 
a MISTER NNUT ht,,.,.. 
The Best Cup 
of Coffee 
in Town 
20. SOUTN MIAHW' 
aatl tlae v1ua,1: Ga&• 
al COMMUNITY CORIHS 
OPEN 6 00 an, --·11 00 P ,n 7 DAYS 
--------------------------
Rare Rugs 
Route 13 
Fine Furnishings Unlq11e Gifts 
Meadow at Green 
Off Streef Parking 11 :00 ,o 5:00 Daily· 
Open Sundays 1 :00 to 5:00 
The lighting and sound crews have done an 
excellent job coordinating one of the smoother 
shows, technically. that I have seen at Ithaca. 
Although modern remakes of Shakespeare are 
up against almost impossible competition from the 
original master, and this particular remake loses 
some of what makes Shakespeare's Hamlet such a 
powerful tragic hero; it is interesting and 
·---worthwhile to see how modern playwrights 
interpret fairly recent psychological theories in 
terms of some of the best drama ever written in the 
English language. 
This major production will go on tour with its 
Ithaca cast following the close of the show at the 
P.Z. building on April 19. 
WICB 
The STEVEN GARFINKEL PROGRAM presents 
a color special! This week's mass disaster includes 
interviC'ws with all your favorite' stars. Even the 
<lead ones. Be sure your AM Dial says 61 at 4:00 
pm Saturday. Also make sure your radio is on. Our 
featured engineer is Bobbin' Jay Bobbin. 
ONE OF A KIND 
Par II of a Stevie Wonder special will be featured 
on WICB's ONE OF A KIND to be broadcast on 
WICB-FM on Saturday, April19 at 12:15 PM and on 
WICB on Sunday, April 20 at 1:00 AM. Join hostess 
Irene Yellow for the continuation ot Stevie 
Wonder's biography and more of his greates music 
on ONE OF A KIND. 
WICB-SPORTS 
WICB-FM will be carrying Ithaca COIJge Varsity 
baseball for the 1975 spring season.- Play-by-play 
cov~rage of h~tµe games will begin next Tuesday 
agamst LeMoy.Qe of Syracuse. 
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Movie Trivia Quiz 
by David T. Claghorn 
Since the origin of this quiz three weeks ago, 
no one has successfully answered all of the 
questions. Due to this discouraging fact, I shall 
include a very easy section entitled "Child's Play." 
If readers fail to answer these questions, I would 
suggest punting. Karen Long of 198 Pinckney Rd. 
missed only one of last week's questions. To her, 
my congratulations. 
Here are the answers to last weeks quiz: 
NOVICE 
1. Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson were played by 
Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce, respectively. 
2. Babe Ruth was portrayed by William Bendix in 
"The Babe Ruth Story." 
Lou Gehrig was portrayed by Gary Cooper in 
"The Pride of the Yankees/'. 
3. Mr. X, or Big X, was Richard Attenborough. 
4. James Cagney played George M. Cohan in 
"Yankee Doodle Dandee." 
ADVANCED 
1. The three buddies were Cary Grant, Victor 
McLaglen, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. The later 
was to be married to Joan Fontaine in the movie, 
"Gunga Din." 
2. In "The GlPnn Miller Story", Jimmy Stewart's 
best friend and sidekick was Henry (not Harry) 
Morgan, and his nickname was "Chummy." 
3. Johnny Sheffield played Boy and Maureen 
O'Sullivan played Jane in the T arzan movie 
series. 
4. The name of Sydney Greestreet's cafe in the 
movie "Casablanca," was The Blue Parrot. 
This week's questions are: 
CHILD'S PLAY 
1. In the movie "Bonnie and Clyde," what actress 
played Bonnie'! ,.._ 
\ 
2. What two famous stars played the male and 
female leads in the musical "Funny Girl'"? 
:'!. What famous singer starred in these movies: 
"Viva Las Vegas," "Jailhouse Rock," and "Love Me 
Tender·· · 
4. Rod Steiger won an Academy Award in 1967 as 
Best Actor for his performance in this movie. 
Sidney Poitier played a northern cop named Birgil 
Tibbs in the movie, also. 'What is the title? 
NOVICE 
1. John Wayne has received only one Academy 
Award, despite the fact that he has been in more 
movies then any other actor. The one oscar for 
Best Actor came as a result of what movie? And 
what was the name of the character he played? 
2. A~drey Hepburn starred as a blind housewife 
who accidentily qecame involved in a drug 
smugling ring. What was the name of this. movie? 
3. Only one actress has won three Academy 
A wards for Best Actress. Who is shO 
4. What was the name of the actor who starred in 
"To Hell and Back" (a movie based on the 
autobiography of World War II hero. Audie 
Murphy)? 
advanced 
1. There were numerous James Bond-007 movies 
made, but Bond wasn't always played by the same 
actor. Name the 6 (six) different actors who have 
played James Bond. (Hint: in "Casino Royale", 
there were 2 James Bonds and 1 Jimmy Bond). 
2. Humphrey Bogart starred to "To Have and Have 
Not." What now famous actress made her film 
debut in this movie as Bogart's co-star? (Hint: she 
later married him). 
3. Carv .Grant and Eva Marie Saint starred in an 
Alfrea° Hitchcock thriller in which the film's 
exciting climax actually took place on Mt. 
Rushmore." Name th~ flick. 
4. Bob Hope and Bing Crosby starred together in a 
series of movies, which became known as their 
famous "Road To" pictures. How many of the 6 
movies can you name? 
Send your answers through inter-campus mail 
to David T. Clagnorn; 29-7-2;1.C .. Get a bit of 
recognition in next week's paper. Ans\\'.ers must 
be in by Monday. Good Luck! 
Try O.ur Pizzas ... 
Then Our Prices 
;\lunchzes'! 
11'/.'.. don ·1 ;,lay ga111cs with }'Ol'R pi::.::.a! 
Wt· Dt"liverT<"• I.(~.- C.lJ. and The ltha<·a Con1n1unit~, 
Goin~ Out'! 
Come Use ()ur Dining Room Faciliti~s! 
-
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CHANNEL6SCHEDULE 
WEEK OF APRIL 21-24 
7:30 NEWS SCENE-THE
0
LATEST IN WORLD, 
NATIONAL,.AND CAMPUS NEWS. 
7:45 WHAT'S MY CRIME?- ANOTHER GAME 
SHOW PARODY FROM CHANNEL 6 
8:00 WATER- AWARD WINNER ON THE 
ESTHETIC AND PRACTICAL USE OF WATER. 
8:30 LIFE AT ITHACA COLLEGE -FILM MADE 
HERE AT IC IN 1956. A CLASSIC. 
9:00 [MONDAY /WEDNESDAY ONLY ) MONTY 
PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS. 
(TUESDAY/THURSDAY ONLY) THE 
ITHACA COL~EGE DATING GAME 
9:30 BETTER NEVER- SECOND SHOW OF 
THE FIVE WEEK SERIES ABOUT 18 YEAR 
OLD CLAUDE BARTH AND HIS GIRLFRIEND 
LUCY WHO TOGETHBR TRY TO FIND SANITY 
IN A MAD WORLD 
10:00 NEWS SCENF. 
WICB-TU 
SUNDAY EVENING, APRIL 20, 1975 
7:00 NEWS SCENE .. local and national news 
7:30 SPORTS SCOPE .. ihe great game of 
basketball · 
8:00 ROAD SONG .. a one act play by Kathryn 
Ryan centering on a young waitress in a small 
midwestern town and her yearning for something 
better. 
8:40 BSA SCOUT O'RAMA .. ihe Spirit of '75 
Scout O'Rama is explored in depth with host Fred 
Raker. 
9:00 CONSUMER INSIGHT. .. a look at computers 
and the consumer with Mark Nechoda of Ithaca 
College. 
9:30 BETTER NEVER .. tonight is a mass of 
confusion for Claude and Lucy as they are placed in 
a foster home. 
10:00 NEWS SCENE .. a wrap up of current 
events. 
10:15 ALL KINDS OF PEOPLE .. Dave Connor 
and Michelle Whitham of the Learning Web join 
host Jeff S_cheideker. 
c~ 1 w E~e AMUICAN Fooo 
I 118 W. STATE T. 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP·. 
Sp1cit1/izin1 in 
All Smoker's Suppliea 
Paperbound Books 
Pipe Repc111.a. 
M-ag azi::teii 
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weekly menu 
4/17 /75 - 4/23/75 
Prom 
continued from page I 
budget and Student Congress 
money providing the extra funds 
needed after the ticket sales are 
tallied. 
Linda Mauriello thinks the 
event will be t'nostalgic" with 
some of the entertainment pro-
vided by _Chubby Checker. 
Decorations will include many of 
the little details found at high 
school proms, such as candid 
shots of the graduates on the 
walls, and formal printed invita-
tions. 
The entertainment for the 
evening was decided upon after 
much input from students and 
much deliberation on the p;_trt of 
the Prom Committee. Chubby 
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Checker was chosen because of 
his nostalgic music, reminiscent 
of the late 1950's-early 1960's. 
The Prom Committee was also 
trying to get a more contempor-
ary rock group, particularly the 
local group, Orleans. 
Orleans has a concert tour in 
another part of. the country, and 
therefore could not. accept the 
offer to perform at the prom. 
Other suggestions for the second 
group, such as The Bernie Milton 
Band, Albatross, and Rufus had 
to be eliminated because ar-
rangements could not be made in 
such a short period of time, as 
Orleans did not refuse the prom 
offer until three weeks ago. The 
group that was finally decided 
upon, The Frisco Express, was 
suggested by a concert manager 
and turned out to be a good 
contemporary C"nce band. 
Thursday, April 17 
Lunch 
Combination Salad 
Hot Meatloaf Sandwich 
Ham and Scalloped Potato 
Tossed Tuna Salad Plate 
Hotdogs 
Cindy Miller, a senior who is 
in charge of decorating the 
Terrace Dining Room for the 
event (and seeks volunteers) 
sees the prom as an important 
change, since, "It's a shame that 
Ithaca College doesn't have many 
other functions that are formal or 
semi-formal." We invite 
Linda Mauriello expressed 
her _excitement concerning the 
prom, a feeling shared by all the 
members of the Prom Committee 
when she said, "It will be a nice 
evening to share with friends. It 
will be a good time, and a rare 
chance for people to get dressed 
up and go out to dinner and all." 
Soup of the Day 
Dinner 
Chef's Salad 
Turkey with Dressing 
Beef Chop.Suey 
Cheese Omelet 
our researchers to 
Soup of the Day 
Friday, April 18 
Lunch 
· ask 111ore questions 
than they can anmer. Soup of-.the Day Pizza Burgers Beef over Noodle Casserole 
Meat Roll-Up Salad Plate 
Ham and Swiss on Rye 
Dinner 
Grilled Pork Chops 
Roy's Baked Fish 
Meatb_all Sub or Super 
Sandwich _ 
Soup of the Day 
Saturday, April 19 
Lunch 
Grilled Ham 
Sandwich 
Ravioli 
Scrambled Eggs 
Fruit Plate with Turkey 
Roll-Up 
Assorted Salad Sandwiches 
Soup of the Day 
Dinner 
Soup of the Day • 
Charcoal Broiled Steak 
London Broil 
Shrimp Boar · 
Sunday, April 20 
Brunch 
Scrambled Eggs 
Fried Eggs 
Pancakes 
Sausage 
Cold Cuts 
Cheese Trav 
Bagles• Cr.earn Cheese 
Citrus Fruit Bowl 
Dinner 
Veal Cutlet Parmesan 
Baked Chicken 
French Bread 
· Ice Cream with 
Toppings 
Ham Omelet 
Monday, April 21 
Lunch 
Grilled Reuben 
Chili Fritos 
Sunney Winter Fruit Plate 
Rumbo Jumbo 
Dinner 
Soup of the Day 
Chopped Steak 
Lasagna 
Fried Perch 
Tuesday, April 22 
Lunch -
Soup of the Day 
Fishwich-Tartar Sauce-Potato 
Chips 
Julienne Salad Bowl 
Hoagie 
Dinner 
Soup of the Day 
Baked Ham or Grilled Ham 
Steak 
Meatloaf 
Baked Stuffed Pepper or 
Cheeseburger 
Ice Cream Excursion 
Wednesday, April 23 
Lunch 
Soup of the Day 
Hamburgers 
Macaroni and Cheese . 
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Making your mark in business used to mean 
carving a comfortable niche for yourself and stay-
ing _there. Promotion was simply a matter of time, 
prov-ided you could spend 20 years in the process. 
But, today, business depends on technology. Tech-
nology that can't wait a moment if it's going to keep 
pace with what's happening. 
That's why, at Kodak, our basic reliance on sci-
entific research makes the need for creative young 
minds more demandinc than ever. We must have 
people with drive and ~ambition, impatient to put 
what they've learned into practice. People who get 
all the freedom and responsibility they can handle, 
and tackle our problems with their ideas. 
Which, we're happy to say, has helped many of 
our scientists yield important discoveries. For 
example: . Tuna and Egg Salad Sandwich 
Vegetable Cold Plate The woman on the left has devised new and im-
proved photographic materials_ for specialized sci-
entific applications in fields such as astronomy and 
..._ holography. The young·man is an expert on surface_ 
analysis. His work in photoel~ctron spectroscopy 
Dinner . 
Soup of the Day 
Roast·Beef . 
Cheese Steak Hoag1e 
Spaghetti with Meat Balls 
Salad Bar 
helps to identify unknown substances. The woman 
on the right has a dual background in gas chroma-
tography and trace metal analysis, which she's ap-
plied to analyzing pollution in rivers and streams. 
They came up with new p(651efrils while solving 
some of our old ones. But they've uncovered some 
promising answers, too. As th.§t___ continue their re-
search, you may read about them again. The oldest 
is just over 30. 
Why do we give young men and women so 
much room to test their ideas? Because good ideas 
often lead to better products. Which are good for 
business. And we're in business to make a profit. 
But in furthering our own business interests, we 
also further society's interests. Which makes good 
sense. 
After all, our business depends on society. So 
we care what happens to it. 
Kodak. 
More than a business. 
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Don Egan ... 
High On Sports 
by Marcie Gorman 
Don Egan can be found on 
the streets riding his motorcycle 
or running after lacrosse balls on 
South Hill field; he was born an 
outdoorsman. Raised in Bald-
winsville, Don has played la-
crosse for eight years and has 
now made it his only competitive 
sport. In high school he tri~d 
football, basketball and hockey, 
but after being acclaimed the 
second leading scorer on the-IC 
Lacross team two years ago, Don 
narrowed his participation to 
that sport; a fast moving action 
game. 
I 
••R-\111 -\1 ICti, 
•• ,,,1. 
CllAR UP \'OUR fUTUJr[ IN TH[ 2 YlAlt Af'lll'OTC P"R0GMll 
What's up after college? 
That question is enough to 
get a lot of young people 
down. 
This summer Don has made 
arrangements to continue his 
lacrosse playing at St. Kather-
ines Box Lacrosse Camp in 
Canada. There he will be 
learning box lacrosse with other 
proclaimed "excellent" college 
sportsmen. Although Don is a 
senior, he is eligible for'one more 
year of college lacrosse, because 
he did not play last season. 
· "I don't need to get psyched 
before the games," says Don. 
"Once the game begins I get 
serious. It's a good feeling to 
score; it's just as good a feeling 
to assist." 
Don's best feelings were 
during a game two years ago 
against Clarkson, when he 
scored 8 goals and 3 assists. But 
he feels he's a team player. The 
Ithaca Lacrosse team is a group 
of men who are interested in 
each others accomplishments. 
They compete, but- not against 
each other. The team works as a 
whole and the results have been 
favorable. Don says he enjoys 
being on the J.C. Team because 
he feels it's one of the best ways 
he knows (besides listening to 
the New Riders) of grasping new 
heights. 
First Win 
For 
I.C. Stickmen 
I.C. Ci-ew Has 
Successful 
Opening Day 
Ay Charles Collar T Marcie Gorman his years freshman' squad is off 
John Mouridian paced the On Saturday, the· Crew got to a strorig start and it appears· 
Ithaca College Lacrosse team to· off to its best-~ ev~r as they as if their suecess·will continue. 
a 12 to 6 victory over RPI in last triumphed in. three o*-of four The varsity race was next on 
Saturdays game on South Hill races this past Saturda~· . st the schedule and it proved to be 
field. no more difficult than 'tbe·fresh 
· Frank Welch, Don Egan, Drexel Technological itute. mans'. Ithaca'sp-.nu'ercrewwas The home regatta starfeci with •-
and Kevin Harris were other . h , · · on its way to a seven length 
high scorers in Saturdays game. Drexel's Varsity Lig tweiihts; victory ;opening a lenght lead 
Assistance by Al Johns and last years small college. natl(~nal a~r the first 40 meters. 
George Meredith made the open- champions, opposing· r.C.'s var- 'l'he final e-..ient. of the day 
sity bghtS: With a st-rong wind ing game of the season a sure win along the two thousand meter was the junior varsity race and 
for the Bombers. course, the light rowed _a good once again Drexel suffered a 
Commenti?g ?.n the game, race only to lose by 8 length and resounding defeat. As stroke Bill 
coach Ware said, Our face offs a half to the more experienced Gruber stated."It was our first 
were good althou~h the ground , Drexel crew. race of the season and this 
was rough. W,,e did well but we . , The day .races continued victory was a needed confidence 
can do better. . with the freshmlP} crew going· builder. Ho~efully this initial 
Coach Ware. also prrused , against their counterparts from success won t be our final one of 
Peter Auyer for h!,s defense. He . Drexel. It proved to be no the lieason." 
went on to say, He played an contest as the I.C. Crew easily . ·:i.e. Cre\\'. has gotten off to 
excellent game and we can I defeated Drexel by almost three an . excellent start . this, ~eas?n 
expect more from him this \hundted meters. As six man Les which. should contmy~j m _its 
season." . . Sheele conunented,"We had a UPC?,J?ID~ ra~es: H~heir openm_g 
In tJie third period the boat 1;ngtbl bef()re we finished day 1s ~ny mdication _of "!'hat 1s Bom_bers put RPI away by our racing start and continued to t<? come m the future, 1t w.ill be a 
scorm~ seven unanswered goals , lenghten our lead with every . highly succ~ful an~ enJoyab)e 
breakmt the game._ Al~hough. /stroke. It was just 8 question ye:ir for all ~f thof!_e ~volved m 
RPI tried ~o retaliate m the when we crossed the finish line." this demanding sport.1 
fourth period, they had no 
success. · 
Friday the Bombers will 
travel to St. Lawrence for a 
rescheduled game from ·Tuesday 
Saturday April 19th at 1:00 on 
South Hill field, Ithaca will play 
against Siena. 
This coming weekend sees 
Ithaca College hosting Marietta 
College in its final home regatta 
on the Flood Control Channel. 
The days events begin at 11:30 
A.M. with the debut of the 
Ithaca College WOMEN'S Crew 
Air Force ROTC college 
graduates have that worry, 
too. But their immediate fu-
ture (and longer if they 
choose) is much more se-
cure. As a commissioned of· 
ficer,there's a good job .... 
Travel. Graduate level edu· 
cation. Promotions. Finan-
cial security. And really, lots 
more. 
If you have two academic 
years remaining, there's a 
great 2-year AFROTC pro-
gram still available to you. 
Look into the details. We 
think you'll be ple_asantly 
surprised. And pleasantly 
rewarded. 
TL.I.IVBKr ___ 
TAVPsRH 
• racing against Cornells' women. 
This will be the girls first race 
ever and hopefully they will be 
supported. The mens' races 
begin at 12 noon and continue 
every half hour until 2 P .M. with· 
Lt.Col. William McPeek 
Cornell University 254-4004 
Put it all together in Air force ROTC. 
~7111., ........ 
Tuesday fhru Saturd~y S p.m. ,u 1 a.m. 
Dinners Sef'ved 6:00..a:JO . 
Reservations Requested- SJ9-7724 
GaNDOUSCOCKTAliLS 
GnATFOOD 
IIBAXINGATIIIOMtll •• 
Colorful Spring SPecials for I.C. Students 
ALL GAF Color an~ B & W films 
••• huy 2 - p,et third free 
... example - ASA 64 Color Slide 
film, 15mm 20 exposure, 
includin~ processing by GAF 
!Jl'Y 2 for $7. 70, third is FREE. 
15~ off on all rlarkroom 
surip1 ies 
chemicals, (color and h F w) 
enlaq~ing papers 
equipment 
Cohl!· Canvas· Specia1 
beautiful 11 x 14 canvas 
texture enlargement of your 
favorit8· ne~ative or slide. 
Only $10,00 includes wood frame! 
STOP I~ AND SEE SAMPLES. 
25% off t:o l.C. Students 
on entire 
@Magic w1, 
~arke,, 
1 iqui rl crc.1yo:1s 
can rn,-:irkf'rs 
s:urlio sr.ts 
2<(~ off on 
1·-Fil 
\CnuMBACHER 
''-~ PA I":T SETS 
OIL 
ACRYLIC 
\VA TER COLO!~ '-i 
<\ i.:: T J'3(.10K S 
l're~ent rnur rnlid 1.U., and rrfcin vour print Ex pre!>!> !>tudent card 
"liirl1 will !>,Hr iou IO per rent on all retail item!> for the entire Har 
{!>ale prifed itemi, excluded ) 
-We' II help you express yourself 
422EddY St. 
8:30- 6:00 Daily 
273-1414 
10:00- 3:00 Saturday 
-
. the varsity eight race. Marietta 
' College is a perennial power in 
small college rowing and a strong 
showing by I.C. cou.ld be seen as 
a sign of things to come. 
Whalen's Letter 
continued from page 2 
articulated. There is.no better 
place for freedom of expression 
and disagreement than a col-
legiate :orum. In the final 
analysis the choice is a faculty 
responsibility, and I hope that 
the administration will make 
every effort to see that the 
me:nbers of the faculty are 
provided with all the information 
and support services deemed 
necessary and important in mak-
ing their decision. 
Should collective barga:ning be 
the Jlr-eferred path, I will do all 
that I can to !"ee that the procluct 
of that choice is ·positive and 
helpful to the students, faculty 
and the institution. 
But the question lingers with me: 
Is this the best way for all of us 
engaged in a common endeavor 
to work toget~er in pursuit of a 
common goal? My answer is: I 
think not. 
My best wishes to all of you in 
making the right choice for Ithca 
College. 
Sincerely, 
James J. Whalen 
TOMPKINS COUNTY YOUTH COURT NEEDS: 
Volunteers to help with training of youthful court 
st11~r. to tutor individuals in training, to help with 
the preparation of cases, or to assist .. Court 
Coordinator. Times and days after public school 
· hours can be arranged to suit the volunteers' 
convenience. 
These are but a few of many voluntary service -
opportunities. Please call the Voluntary Action 
Center, 272-9411, Mon. thru Sat. from 9 am t8' l 
pm, or call LC. Community Service, 274-3316, for 
more information or an appoi;.tment to whatever 
type of service interests .you. · 
tne rtnacan, r1.p111. 
Magruder 
TrackIDen Now 1~2: 
summv/suDlet-beautlful house, must 
-~·111•11, part furn., nice .section of 
''towffi two bed., 272-8974. 
Nine month old Calleo kitty neeels 
nome. Female and spade. 273-8741. 
Laurie-
TO MY FAVORITE TECHI.I. (FHJ 
LlvlnQ together, we create a great sit 
uatlon comedy B;~ld;; that. w·hy 
a.~e·n•t th•Y home Wllwnever we 
co·me to vhlt? 
continued from page 1 Beat Baptist Bible 
Sorry I ,;uuldn't b~ there for your 
Birthday celebration. Hope It was 
wonderful- even though I wasn't there. 
To GE 
Love, 
Ginger 
Dear Gimp, 
, L.ove 
Hot Bod (FF) 
I'm so lucky. Thank you. BY the 
way, how are your tires? 
Love, love 
"Who, me?????" 
and Leonard was followed by a 
heated discussion in which· all 
aspects of the issue were raised. 
By Dave Rives 
Following discussion, three Ithaca College's track team 
persons for the motion and three made a respectable showing in 
persons against stated their their first outing of the young 
cases. A roll call vote was then season down in Mansfield.PA. 
Still i.;A RE for you a lot even 
though you're as unpreellctable as the 
weather in Ithaca. WIii miss you next, 
taken. yesterday afternoon. 
To my wife, Out of the 35 individuals The Bombers easily beat 
You're such a good wife. I know 1•11 present, 23 voted for the alloca- Baptist Bible College of Penn-year. 
Laur(alias TB) keepyou. - tion of funds to pay Magruder, sylvania to place third in a four 
Lavi' and who knows what else, and 12 voted against. Since a two team field. IC finished the Dear Jeff, 
DI ckinson mi\jle a great choice 
when they accepted you. 
congratulations. 
Your husband. d d t 
thirds vote was nee e O afternoon with 30 points, just 
Dear P. King, 
Congratulations 
acceptance at Dartmouth. 
TOAJC 
on 
Love, 
Clnely 
your 
Love, 
Cindy 
You take the "high road" and so 
will I and I'll meet ya in West Orange. 
Your Bizarre Com rad 
from the looney bin 
To the Amazon Queen, 
Good luck this Saturday. 
Mike Steve and Stu 
.Oear RobbY, 
We'll see how things go. 
Love, 
Scott 
Bo~ Downtown Apartment. 1 
Bedroom furnished, new poano,'Sublet 
June 1-Aug 31. 272-61324 Teresa. 
273-3562 or call. 
Layout editor for Ithacan needed for 
Spring. 1976. Call Allee at X617. 
To Lori and Leann 
Raise your prir.e •gain, , 1h1nk I'm 
nauseous. 
Rabbit 
Aluminum tennis racquet for sale-$15. 
Call Cindy at X527. 
LOST: 14K a.id PPar shaped locket 
Inscribed with Initials MB. Locket lost 
on either 4/12 or 4/13. Has 
sentimental value. Please call Anita at 
X759 or 273-9868. 
There will be interviews for appllcans 
for President's Host Committee week 
of 4/21/75. Contact: Stu Leonard at 
273-7191 or John Romain at X767. 
For Sale-BSR TDB5·3 home 8 track 
player with 30 tapes and case. Need 
Money will sell cheap. also records-$2 
each. Jon X548. 
3 bedroom apartment, complet~IY 
furnished, air conditioning, pool 
parking; available June through 
August. Rent negotiable. Call 
272-3107 anytime. 
override the Executive Board, five behind runner-up St. Bona-
the motion was defeated by a venture. Mansfield State, a 
fraction of a vote. perrennial power house on the IC 
Student Congress used schedule, locked the meet up 
their legal right under ~he early, finishing with 108 points. 
constitution to veto orgamza- The.Ithacans had a big day 
tional spending. As it now in the pole vault with locals Ron 
stands, all groups 'lllocated funds King and Rick Eggleston finish-
from Student ~ungress muSt ing 1-2, King, former Trumans-
have official approval before that berg vaulting star, who cur-
money is spent. This is to rently holds the college vaulting 
prevent any wasteful spending. mark, placed first with a solid 13' 
The Executive Board deci- 6" effort following only one 
ded to exercise this right for the afternoon of outdoor practice. 
first time this year by ref1Jsing to Weight man Doyle Chatham, 
sign the check that would pay another Little Rec graduate ad-
Magruder's fE:e. . ded Ithaca's other wm in the 
SAB obJected to ~his use of discus throw with a toss of 121' 3 
power by the Executive Board. and a half ". 
An attempt was made to over-
ride the decision, and it failed. 
Ithaca College students will not 
have the opportunity to hear J eb 
Stuart Magruder spea~. 
Seek•s College Age Person to play 
Piano durang Dinner Hours plus 
General work during part of day. Total 
30 to 40 hours per week from 
Memorial Day to Labor day. Send info 
and telephone number to Ithaca Yacht 
Club, PO '3ox.183, Ithaca NV. 
All Summer Tires Now On Sale 
Female nousemate wanted to share 4 
t{ed room furnished house on the 
country. If interested, call Cindy at 
273-9595 or X617. 2 moles from 
campus. 
To Beth and Eve 
Roses are Red, Violets are Mellow, 
Under your bed, 
You'll find something Yellow. 
· Love, Call 273-6310 
The Thief 
Dear Samish. 
You a re 
inside-out. 
my best. I love you 
Love 
Mortimer 
1973 HONDA CB450-Excellent 
condition, 4800 miles, full length 
padded passenger bar, road bar with 
pegs, extended handle bars, extra 
mirror, brown. Asking $1300. 
(844-8305). 
summe ineurope 
6~ OAY ADVANCE 
PAYMt:NT REDUIREO 
US GOVT APPROVED 
TWt. PAN AM TAAHSAVIA 
CHARTERS 
J/2 
ECONOMY FARE 
101 11:1 11 '· u111-1ravel charters 
4 CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-325-4867 • 
~ au<dle 
~~leer:, 
STEREO TAPES 
8-track & cassettes 
• over 1CXX) rock & 
popalar titles · 
• only $1.99 each 
• free brochure 
write: AUDIO LOOP CO. 
DEPT. 739 P.O. BOX 43355 
CLEVELAND. OHIO 44143 
hanging ~andles 
the iron sho~ 
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Your own off-campus Pad? 
1 through 7 bedroom apartments 
available 
for the 1975-1976 school year· 
EVENINGS ONLY 272•3389 
5:00 TO 8:00 , 
Hickey's Music 
Store 
Recordi. '._ Guitars - Banjos 
Rrco1d, 
20 5. Tioga St. 272-8262 
Downtown 
Ithaca's 440 yard relay of 
Little Red graduate Jack Mazza, 
Harry Brewer, Steve Wilson, 
and Kevin Downey made a good 
showing in that event for a 
second place finish. Freshman 
Dave Cross added a second in the 
440 yard dash, running a strong 
race. 
"This was a good opening 
meet for us," remarked first year 
coach Harry Chertok, "the guys 
now realize what they have to do 
to prepare for next week's tough 
meet with Oswego State." 
Last May, the Ithacans 
upset the Lakers in the final 
event to win the meet 76-70. 
ANNOLD 
PRINTING 
CC >Rl'OR.\TIO:'\ 
4 I 6 East State Street 
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 
(-'()!{ .\i.l' 'I ()l'I{ 
l'RL\ 11\'C :'\ELD~ 
60 7-272-7800 
c3enior Cj)rom '75 
FEATURING 
''HERE IS A LAST _CHANCE T.O CAPTURE YOUR YOUTH'' 
AN J_LEGANT 
5 COIJRSE DINNER 
FIT FOR THE 
FRIENDS OF ITHACA 
ALL 
Terrace Cafeteria 
FRIDAY, MAY 2, 1975 
INCLUDING 
FRESH FRUIT CUP 
TOSSED GREEN SALAD 
PRIME RIBS OF BEEF 
CARROTS & PEAS 
BAKED IDA'HO POT A TO 
ICE CREAM SUNDAE 
ANO THE BEVERA'3 E 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
PRICE INCLUDES 
5 COURSE DINNER 
COCKTAIL PARTY -FOR 
ONLY 
PER 
COUPLE 
.~oc PER DRINK ALL NIGHT 
CHAMPAGNE MAY BE OBTAINED AT 'E4 PER BOTTLE 
AND A BAR WILL PROVIDE MIXED DRINKS THE WH'OLE NIGHT 
PICTURES OF EACH COUPLE MAY ALSO BE 
TAKEN AT AN ADDITIONAL CHARGE. 
THE AfF AIR IS LIMITED TO THE fIRST 500 PEOPLE 
SEMI-FORMAL 
4 HOURS OF CON-
TINUOUS DANCING 
FAVORS 
FREE COAT CHECKING 
BIDS 
'fAX AND GRATUITIES 
BIDS WILL BE ON SALE 
APRIL 14-25 ONLY 
:IN THE UN!_9N LOBBY 10-4 __ 
:OR BY MAIL - TERRACE 5, RM_ 304 
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO ITHACA COLLEGE - SENIOR CLASS 
